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In a top-secret room
There might be a UFO,
NOT a weather balloon –
And a picture of –

A whole crew of Camo Dudes.

And stealth bombers and 
flying saucers.



Goodnight Camo Dudes. Goodnight stealth bombers.



Goodnight flying saucers. Goodnight room where they 
staged the moon la–



Goodnight Naruto Runners! Goodnight Karens asking to speak to the manager.



Goodnight adrenaline junkies 
and conspiracy theorists.

Goodnight protective 
t-shirt that says, “If you 
shoot me, you are gay.”*

*Because Camo Dudes are homophobic and this will create a paradox of safety.



Goodnight Clapped Alien Cheeks. Goodnight Kyles with their monster Energy Drinks.



Goodnight real-life ghostbusters and Cyberpunk unicorns.

Goodnight gang of space pirates.



Goodnight Anti-vax kids, Black Ops players, and crack heads.Goodnight rock throwers, North Korean Defectors, and drone pilots,



Goodnight dude in shoes with wheelies for extra speed.

Goodnight Keanu Reeves, Leeroy 
Jenkins, and all of the Chads.



Goodnight extraterrestrial life, boss monsters, Furries, and gamers.

Goodnight Bottomless Pit with Taylor 
Swift Stans and sentient lasers.



Goodnight Portal to 
another dimension.

Goodnight Aliens from 
another solar system.



Goodnight cures for cancer, baldness, and TTV sweats. Goodnight to all the energy drinks, t’were left undrunk.



Goodnight Area 51. And remember, all of your bases are belong to us.

LEGEND

Naruto Runners
Karens
Kyles
Rock Throwers
North Korean Defectors
Drone Pilots
Anti Vax Kids
Black Ops Players
Crack Heads
Chads 
Furries
Gamers
Taylor Swift Stans

AREA 51 
[Outside the Mile 26 ‘Moose City’ Domes, AlAska]
Show us them aliens . . . They can’t stop us all!
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About Goodnight Naruto Runners:

I have been producing an Alaskan comic book called Wintermoot for the last few years when the internet went 
stupid with memes about storming area 51, all thanks to a young man named Matty Roberts doing ‘troll diligence’ 
on Facebook.  One of the funniest memes was the one where potential ‘stormers’ proposed a squad of autistic 
kids to run ‘naruto style’ into area 51 to distract the cammo dudes, or whatever.  apparently Naruto Running also 
means one can dodge bullets.  As a confession, I am a special education teacher who specializes in autism and i felt 
the pull to prepare my students for this task, should they accept it.  We began a series of discussions in the 
classroom about how they would storm area 51.  I ended up composing a poem for them that became the text for 
this book, minus all of the innuendo.  It was really a creative writing prompt for them that they illustrated, making 
their attack maps, etc.  I had actually forgot about it, but ran into it while compiling work for something else 
entirely (a Museum show of Wintermoot).  I decided it was worth revisiting and altogether important enough that 
this poem I would read to autistic kids to get them juiced up for their P.E. class be illustrated using an Alaskan 
bestiary.  Watching young autistic kids run Naruto style is a singular joy that has no equivalent.  As a sidenote, and 
since it is illegal for me to publish them, know that i have a wall full of drawings my autistic students made of 
kids wearing t-shirts that say, “if you shoot me, you are gay.”  (Because camo dudes are probably homophobic, so 
it would create a logical paradox for them).  For people who share this book - use your discretion when sharing 
with young ones.  this is a parody using my own comic book universe and is only meant for fun. 



In a top-secret room
There might be a UFO,

NOT a weather balloon –
And a picture of –

A whole crew of Camo Dudes.

Area 51 is actually a Domed black site deep in Alaska’s interior.  And there, A young 
extraterrestrial is getting ready for bed.  As it drifts into slumber an army of 
internet heroes begin to storm hugger mugger into area 51.  Will they be able to 
learn the secrets of the universe kept hidden from the world by our government?  
OR IS THIS A CAUTIONARY TALE ABOUT OUR PLACE IN THE COSMOS?  And most importantly, 
can we sleep once all these secrets are brought to light?

The only thing we know for sure is . . . 
They can’t stop us all.

A Cyberingian Bedtime story from the Worlds of Wintermoot.

Goodnight Naruto Runners


